UNITED STATES

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20549-4561
DIVISION OF
CORPORATION FINANCE

March 29,2011

An McCauley

Executive Vice President & General Counsel
The TJX Companies, Inc.
770 Cochituate Road
Framingham, MA 01701
Re: The TJX Companes, Inc.

Incoming letter dated Februar 4,2011

Dear Ms. McCauley:
This is in response to your letter dated Februar 4,2011 concerning the

shareholder proposal submitted to.TJX by the AFSCME Employees Pension Plan. We
also have received a letter from the proponent dated Februar 15,2011. Our response is

attached to the enclosed photocopy of your correspondence. By doing this, we avoid
having to recite or sumarze the facts set forth in the correspondence. Copies of all of

the correspondence also will be provided to the proponent.
In connection with this matter, your attention is directed to the enclosure, which
sets fort a brief discussion ofthe Division's inormal procedures regarding shareholder
proposals.

Gregory S. Bellston
Special Counsel
Enclosures
cc: Charles Jurgonis

Plan Secreta
American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees, AFL-CIO
1625 L Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036-5687

March 29,2011

Response of the Offce of Chief Counsel
Division of Corporation Finance
Re: The TJX Companes, Inc.

Incoming letter dated Februar 4,2011

The proposal requests that the board anually assess the risks created by the
actions TJX takes to avoid or minimize U.S. federal, state, and local corporate income
taes and that it provide a report to shareholders on the assessment.

There appears to be some basis for your view that TJX may exclude the proposal
under rule 14a-8(i)(7), as relating to TJX's ordinar business operations. In ths regard,

we note that the proposal relates to decisions concernng the company's tax expenses and
sources of financing. Accordingly, we will not recommend enforcement action to the
Commission if TJX omits the proposal from its proxy materials in reliance on
rule 14a-8(i)(7). In reaching ths position, we have not found it necessar to address the
alternative bases for omission upon which TJX relies.

Attorney-Adviser

DIVISION OF CORPORATION FINANCE
INFORMAL PROCEDURES REGARDING SHARHOLDER PRQPOSALS

The Division of Corporation Finance believes that its responsibility with respect to
matters arising under Rule 14a-8 (17 CFR 240.1 4a-8), as with other matters under the proxy
rules, is to aid those who must comply with the rule by offering informal advice and suggestions
and to determine, initially, whether or not it may be appropriate in a paricular matter to
recommend enforcement action to the Commission. In connection with a shareholder proposal
under Rule 14a-8, the Division's staff considers the information furnshed to it by the Company
in support of its intention to exclude the proposals from the Company's proxy materials, as well
as any information fushed by the proponent or
the proponent's representative.
Although Rule 14a-8(k) does not require any communications from shareholders to the
Commission's staff, the staffwill always consider information concerning alleged violations of
the statutes administered by the Commission, including arguent as to whether or not activities
proposed to be taken would be violative of the statute or rule involved. The receipt by the staff
of such information, however, should not be constred as changing the staff's informal

procedures and proxy review into a formal or adversar procedure.

It is importt to note that the staff's and Commission's no-action responses to
Rule 14a-8G) submissions reflect only informal views. The determinations reached in these noaction letters do not and canot adjudicate the merits of a company's position with respect to the

proposaL. Only a cour such as a U.S. Distrct Cour can decide whether a company is obligated
to include shareholder proposals in its proxy materials. Accordingly a discretionary
determination not to recommend or tae Commission enforcement action, does not preclude a
proponent, or any shareholder of a
company, from pursuing any rights he or she may have against
the company in court, should the management omit the proposal from the company's proxy
materiaL.
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VI EMA
Offce of the Chief Counsel
Division of Corporation Finance
Securties & Exchange Commission

100 F Street, NE
Washigton, DC 20549

Re: Shareholder proposal of AFSCME Employees Pension Plan; request by
The TJX Companes, Inc. for determation allowing exclusion

Dear Sir/Mada:
Pusut to Rule 14a-8 under the Securties Exchage Act of 1934, the AFSCME
Employees Pension PI~ (the "Plan'') submitted to The TJX Companes, Inc. ("TJX" or
the "Company") a shareholder proposal (the "Proposal") requestig a report regardig

ce:nai aspects of risk assessment.

In a letter fued Februar 4,2011 ("TJX Lettet'), TJX stated its intent to omit the
Proposal from proxy materials being prepared for the 2011 anual stockholders meetig

and asked the Division to issue a determation that it would not recommend enforcement
action ifTJX does so.

TJX relies Prlary on Rule 14a-8(i)(7), assertg that the Proposal relates to the
Company's ordinar business operations. It also cites Rule 14a-8(i)(10), claimÍg that
TJX has "substtially implemented" the request because of general and lited

disclosues in the Company's Form 10-K. Finally the Company argues that individua
words are impermssibly vague and indefite, in violation of
Rule 14a-8(i)(3). Because
TJX has not met its burden of provig that it is entitled to rely.on ths exclusion, the Plan
respectfly urges that its request for relief

be denied.

The Proposal

The proposal asks the Company's board of directors each year to "assess the risks
created by the actions TJX taes to avoid or mimize US federa, state and local
corporate income taes and provide a report to shareholders on the assessment, at
reasonable cost and omittng proprietar inormation." The supporting statement notes
that TJX set aside $192 millòn for ta reserves,

~
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and that the Company's income tax retus are subject to continuous examination by u.S. and

foreign authorities. The statement cÍtes one example where certai tranactions tht were
designed to avoid state taxes had resulted in a ruing that the transactions were "sham
tranactions. "
The supporting statement also cites empirical research that found a positive relationship
crash risk. A separate study.
between corporate ta avoidance and fi-specific stock price
concluded tht ta avoidance schemes can "advance the interest of managers ratIer than
shaeholders. "

Of parcular note is the Internal Revenue Service's recent adoption of a new reportg
requirement for "uncert ta positions." As of

ta year stag in Januar 2010, companes

with assets exceedig $10 milion must report to the IR their income tax position for which the

company or a related par has recorded a resere in an audited financial sttement, or for which
no reserve was recorded because of an expectation to litigate.

1

Analysis
1. .

The Proposa does not involve TJX's "ordina~usiness" under Rile 14a-8(i)(7).

In opposing a proposal seekig a report on risk issues, TJX relies principaly upon the
"ordin business" exclusion in Rule 14a-8(i)(7). In so doing, TJX makes the famliar

arguents tht the Proposal:

. involves matters that go diectly to the hear of management's ability to ru the company
on a day-to-day basis, such that shaeholder oversight is unwaranted; and
. involves ricramanagement on an issue too complex for shaeholders to hold an .
informedjudgrent. (TJX Letter at 2, citing Exchange Act Release No. 34-40018, May 21,
1998).
Specificaly, TJX contends that a company's ta practices are inerently

ordinar

business matter concern and involve questions best left to management, including the .

Company's sources of fincing and its efforts at legal compliance. TJX also objects to th~
request in the Proposal for additional detailed disclosures that, in the Company's view, go well
beyond the scope of a "stadard" shareholder report. (TJX Letter at 3-6).
TJX recognzes that the "ordinar business" exclusion does not apply if

the subject matter.

of a propçsal "transcends the day-to-day business matters of the company and raises

IThe IRS has usefully collected the final rue, reportg schedule and other materi~ls at
http://ww.irs.govlbusinesses/corporations/arcle/0..id=221533 ;OO.html.
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policy issues so signficant that it would be appropriate for a shareholder vote." Staff Legal
Bulletin No. 14E § B (Oct. 27,2009). Nonetheless,TJX argues that no such policy issue exists
.. here. (TJX Letter at 7-8).

We begi with this last point first, because it is necessar to reframe the issue intead of
lookig at the Proposal in the narow way that TJX proposes. Differently put, it is important to
explode the myt that managing ta risk is a techncal exercise in which the interest of
shareholders and the company are perfectly aligned, that shaeholders' only interest is the lowest.
possible payment of taes; and that management's judgment can thus be relied upon without

shareholder input. Recent academic research in the area suggests otherwse.
The supporting statement cites one such study, which TJX ignores. A 2010 report
sample of
examed a large'
u.s. public companes from 1995-2008 and concluded that
"corporate ta avoidance is positively associated with firm-specifc stock price crah risk." J-B.
Ki, Y. I., L. Zhag, Corporate Tax Avoidance and Stock Price Crash Risk: Finn-Level

Analysis at i (July 2010), available at
htt://papers.ssr.comlso13/papers.cfm?abstrct-Id=1596209&rec= 1 &srcabs= 1594936 ("Ki'').

The report contiues: "Tax avoidance facilitates managerial rent extrction and bad news
hoarding activities for extended periods by providig tools, masks, and justications for these
opportstic behaviors." Id The stdy reviews how ths happened in spectacular fashion at

Enon and Tyco, where complex and opaque ta arangements benefitted senior managers, but
when those arangements proved unustaable, the stock price plumeted to the detrent of

sharholders as a whole. 1d. at 10-13.
Ki criticizes the "traditional" view upon which TJX relies, naely, tht ta avoidance is
a benign and "value-maximizing activity that trsfers weath from the stte to corporate
shareholders." Id at 1. In fact, the stdy argues, tax avoidance activities "can create

opportties for managers to pursue activities that are designed to hide bad news and mislead

investors." Id. at 2. Indeed, manement may jusfy the opacity of ta treatments "by claimig
that complexity and obfuscation are necessal to mimize the risk" oflR detection. Id

However, "complex and opaque tax avoidance tranactions can also increase the latitude for

other means of rent diversion and eargs manpulation." Id
The Ki stdy is not alone. A 2009 study similarly concluded that "corporate tax
avoidance activities need not advance the interests of shareholders" and that "investors must
consider how to evaluate tax avoidance activities to ensure that shareholder interests are actually
being advanced." M. Desai and D. Dhaapala, "Earnings Management, Corporate Shelters,
and Book-Tax Alignment (Jan. 2009) at 3,12, available at

htt://ww.people.hbs.edu/mdesaigsMngmtCTA.pdf(''Desai''). As with the Ki study,
the Desai stdy views the issue as an agency-pricipal problem. Historically, Desai notes,

managers were unwilling to engage in corporate tax avoidance because managers' interests were

.1
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aligned with those of shareholders generally. So what changed? Desai suggests that increased
levels of corporate ta avoidance can be tied to the rise of incentive compensation over the past

15 yeas, which creates incentives for managers to operate "opportsticaly and in a maer
that is not in the best interests of shareholders." ld. at 3-4. Specificaly, "ta avoidance demands
obfuscatory actions that can be bundled with diversiona activities, including earngs

manpulation, to advance the interests of managers rather than shareholders." ld at 12.
I
¡

Another recent study correlates ta avoidance with executve compensation practices that

!

put a premium on short-term retu. The stdy examines tax treatment by 19 paper companies

of $6.4 billion in diect governent subsidies that were strctued as one-tie refudable ta
credits if the companes produced a certn product. Although these subsidies generated
signficant income for these companes, 8 of them reported some and 6 of them reported no tax

I
i
I
I
I
,

benefits from these subsidies. The other five actuly reported the subsidies as taable income.

1. De Simone, J. Robinson, B. Stomberg, Distiling the reserve for uncertain tax positions: The
revealing case of Black Liquor (Jan. 24, 2011) avaiable at htt://ssr.com/abstact=1751622
("De Simone").

examg ta reporting

The authors viewed ths example as an ideal case study for

aggressiveness, since each company is in the same industr and. is engaged in the same practice
for the same year involving the same product. As to the fist group of companes, which viewed
these subsidies as an opportty for accring ta benefits and thus improving their numb~rs, the

study noted that the fi had the highes average pay for CEOs and CFOs and suggested that
executives may be "more myopic" as to tax reportng because of their focus on short -term results
and stock-based compensation; these fis also had the lowest number of shareholders holdig at
least five percent of

the stock. DeBimone at 25-27, 36 (Table 5).

Concern about aggressive tax avoidance is waranted as to TJX. As the supportg
sttement pointed out, TJX's policies have been challenged at the state level, ånd certain
tranactions have aleady been found to ~e~'sham tranctions" intended to avoid taes.

Ths background underscores several ways in which the Proposal presents policy issues

I
i
i

that transcend ordi business.
First there is a connection between tax avoidance and senior executive compensation, a
topic that the Division has for the pas 20 years recognzed as beyond the scope of the "ordinar
business" exclusion. E.g., Wendy's lnternationallnc. (Dec.

4, 1989). Accordig to one

academic stdy, "equity risk incentives are positively asociated with greater ta avoidance. Our

results are robust aCross several measures of tax risk, but do not var across four proxies for

.1
I
j

. .1i
i

.1

strengt of corporate governance. . We conclude that equity risk incentives are a signficant
determnant of corporate ta planng." S. Rego and R. Wilson, Executive Compensation, Equity

Risk Incentives, and Corporate TaxAggressiveness (July 2010), available at .

I

¡
i
I
I
i
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I
i
i
!

http://ssrn.com/abstract= 133 7207.
Second, the question of

i
i

L

I

ta avoidance has moved frontand center as a policy question

with the last year. The flashpoint was the IR' decision to requie companes to file a new
schedule settg fort for the IR their "uncert tax positions." It is difcult to overtate the
depth of opposition to ths proposal from corporate tapayers. When first proposed, there was a
massive outpourg of opposition from afected corporations,2 and the Commssioner of
Internal
Revenue acknowledged that the proposal was a "game-chaget' with respect to the IR'

i

relationship with large coiyorate taxpayers.3 Afer the new requírement was adopted, a leading

I

ta

I
i
i
I

joural, reportng on events of
the past year, characterized the IRS's UTP progr as
probably the most ''upleasant' development for corporate tapayers in 2010.4 TJX refers to ths
new development in passing (TJX Letter at.
6), but its signcance for corporate tapayers canot
be underestated. With corporate tapayers now required to showcase for the IRS their

"uncertn" ta positions, the interest in ths topic will only increase.

I

I
i

I.

I
i
L

Thd, as the supportg statement notes, at a tie when there is public debate about the
national deficit, questions about ta revenues are inextrcably boun~ up with that debate.
These factors demonstrte the existence of a policy issue at leas as signficat as other

'issues on ~hich the Division has decided that shareholders may express a view. Wht is notable
too is that none of the no-action letters cited by TJX involves the multiple policy issues present
here.
We dea fist with the claim fuat the Division has excluded proposals regardig corporate.
taes because corporate taes are "intrcately interwoven with a company's fiancial plaIg
and day-to-day business operations." (TJX Letter at 3.) However, the rationales for exclusion

in

the cited letters do not extend to ths Proposal.

I
i

2 J. Coder, "Commenters Ask IRS to Abandon UTP Reportg Proposal, Change Schedule," Tax

Notes, p. 1064 (June 7,2010) (Ex. 1).
3 Prepared Remaks of

Commissioner of

Internal Revenue Douglas H. Shulman before the Tax

Executives Intitute 60t Mid-Year Meetig (Apr. 12,2010), available at
. htt://ww.irs.gov/newsroom/arcle/~..id=221280.00 .html.

4 J. Coder, "UTP Reportng Regime Rattle Corporate Tax Community," Tax Notes, p. 38 (Jan. 3,
2011) (Ex. 2). See also "Execs Nervous about Reporting Uncert Tax Positions to IRS" (Oct. .

25, 2010), available at ww.accountingtoday.com/newsÆxecs-Nervous-Reportg-Uncenain-
Tax-Positions-IRS-56075-1.htm.
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TJX firs cites letters dealing with requests to evaluate the impact of a flat taX on the
company, should such a proposal be adopted by Congress. Verizon Communications Inc. (Jan.
31, 2006); General Electric Co. (Jan. 17,2006); Citigroup Inc. (Jan. 26, 2006). The Division
granted no-action relief

based on its view that assessments oflegislative action are entrsted to

management. See International Business Machines, Inc. (Mar. 2, 2000). The present Proposal
does not mention specific legislation and does not seek an assessment of pendig legislation.

Oter TJX-cited proposals requested a report on ta break to an extent not provided.in a
Form lO-K, PepsiCo, Inc. (Mar. 13,2003); Pfizer Inc. (Feb. 5,2003), but the proponents of
the
proposa at issue in those two caes did not assert overrding shareholder concern or policy
interests of the sort at stake here. Inead, the proponents pointed vaguely to the possibility of
"political risk" in the futue, but made no effort to ariculate a more diect or compellig
shareholder interest, as the Plan has done here.

because a proposal

Also distingushable are decisions in which the Division granted relief

asked companes to make footnote disclosure in their Form 10-K as to certin ta inormatiOn

that was not-equied under Commission rules. Chase Manhattan Corp.. (March 4, 1999);

General Motors Corp. (Feb. 28, 1997). Thos.e decisions merely stad for the proposition that
shareholders canot seek to customize disclosures in an anua report to include material that the
Commssion has not deemed necessar for inclusion in an anual report Moreover, to the extent
that the proposals in these letters sought to have the companes presnt inormation that is
outside of GAA or other requirements, we note that at least the new "uncertn tax positions"
requiement is based on a FASB interpretive notice, Financial Accounting Standards Board

Interpretation No. 48.5

relief
fiancing for the company, which
is a matter of ordinar business. (TJX Letter at 3-4.) TJX relies on the Pfizer and PepsiCo
Nor can TJX gai any trction from the second series of cited letters, which allowed.

on the grounds tht mangement of

ta payments is a source of

letter cited above, which involved hypothetical "what if' questions about pending legislation.

The Company fuer cites General Electric Co. (Feb. 15,2000), where a shareholder who
wanted to "end corporate welfare as we know it" sought a report on ''te financial benefit
received by the company from the followig sources: a) diect governent subsidies; b) below

market real estate tranactions offered as incentives by governents; c) tax abatements offered

by state and loca governents; d) ta credits that apply only to the company or to cert
industres; e) below-market financing backed by governent fuds or governent guarantees."
. The Proposal here is qualitatively different. It requests an anual review and report on risk

assessment involving a practice with trancendent policy issues. Unle the cited proposals, it.
does not seek to push.the Company into the politica arena, nor does it ask TJX's board

5 Anouncement 2010:-9, "Uncert Tax Positions - Policy of

website cited in n. 1, supra.

Restrait," available at the IR

.;
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afiratively to justifY the benefits of certai practices or to foreswear certn tye~ of financing.
to proposals
seekig a report or explanation as to a company's compliance with legal requirements. (TJX
TJX's third "ordinar business" salvo involves decisions granting relief as.

Lettr at 4-5) However, the resolutions in TJX's letter focused on compliance for the sake of

compliance or because compliance was "the right thng to do." By contrt, the Plan's Proposal

does not:

- ask why the proponent's employer lacks a code of ethcs for executives (Sprint Nextel

Corp. (Mar. 16,2010)); . .

- ask a company to veri the employment eligibility of employees, as it is aleady
required to do by law (Johnson & Johnson (Feb. 22, 2010)); . .

- ask for a report on whether the company's employees are properly classified under
law as independent contractors, rather than employees (FedEx Corp. (July 14,2009);
Lowe's Companies Inc. (Mar. 12,2008)); .
- ask for a report on the safety of
the company's products (Home Depot, Inc. (Jan.
25,
federal

2008) or the companY's decision to provide cusomer information to governent authorities

without a warant (Verion Communcations Inc. (Feb. 22, 2007));
- ask the board to adopt a policy agaist employees trespassing (Verizon Communications
Inc. (Jan. 7,2008));
- ask the board to set up a commttee to monitor the company's .compliance with the law
generally or with spcific sttutes and to investigate alleged wrongdoing (AES Corp. (Jan.

9,

20Ô7); H&R Block, Inc. (June 26, 2006) (date miscited in TJX letter); Hallburton Co. (Mar. 10,
2006); Hudson United Bancorp (Jan. 24, 2003); Humana Inc. (Feb. 25, 1998); Citicorp Inc. (Jan.
9, 1998)).

- ask the board to report on the cost and benefits of compliance with the Sarbanes-Oxley
Act (Bear Stearns Cos., Inc. (Feb. 14,2007); Merril Lynch & Co., Inc. (Jan. 11, 2007);
Lehman
Brothers Holdings, Inc. (Jan. 11,2007); Morgan Staley (Jan. 8, 2007)).

The Plan's Proposal is not about compliance as an end in itself or the value of
compliance. The focus here is on risk assessment more broadly, in line with the academic
literatue suggesting that aggressive ta positions may indicate more fidameiital governance
plainly transcend "ordinar business" and are of concern to shaeholders.
problems that
As a related point, TJX contends that preparation of the requested report "could" result in
disclosure of

privileged inormation tht was prepared in connection with

the Company's ta .

position. (TJX Letter at 5.) Putting to one side the fact that the Proposal allows the Company to
omit "proprietar inormation," ths arguent is somewhat surrisig, sIIce it is basically a
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rehash of arguents by corporate tapayers agait the IRS' adoption of a new UTP regime,

which was discussed above. The IR' final rue and intrctions make it clear that the newly
mandated UT disclosues to
the IRS do not require disclosure of privileged information. See
Inctions for Schedule UTP, Form 1120, Examples 10-12 and explanatory discussion,

available at htt://ww.irs.gov/pub/newsroom/2010_instrctions-ror_sch_utp.pdf.Itis thus
possible for TJX to provide inormation of the sort that the Proposal is requestng, and TJX's
i

citation of privilege concerns is thus a red herrg.6

¡

TJX concludes ths forced march though irelevant precedents by argug that the

!
!

Division "has consistently found that proposals seeking additional detailed disclosure the subject
matter of which involves ordiar bUsiness may be excluded under Rule 14a-8(i)(7). (TJX Letter

. at 6, citing Johnson Controls, Inc. Oct. 26, 1999). But what of it? The Plan has demonstrated
here how its Proposal implicates signficant policy issues and thus trancends "ordinar business"
liitations. The fact that the Division may have concured in the omission of proposals that did

not involve a sigÒficant policy issue canot afect the anysis here.7
6 As par of

ths arguent, TJX reiterates a point we answered above (at 5-6), naely, that
ta-related information beyond that which

companes may omit proposals seeking disclosures of

Form 10-K or GAA standads (Chase Manhattan Corp., supra; General

mus be disclosed in a

to

Motors Corp., supr.a). However, those ruligs merely indicate that shareholders caot seek'

material that the Commission ha not
.deemed necessar for inclusion. Moreover, to the extent that tle proposals at issue there sougt
customize disclosues in an anua report to include'

. '.

to have the companes present inormation that is outside of GAA or other requiements, the
"uncertai tax positions" reporting is subject to a F ASB interpretative notice.
7 The additional

letters cited by TJX involved no signcant policy issue, certnly not one of the
AmerInst Insurance Group, Ltd. (Apr. 14, 2005)

significance identied here. See

(requestig a

"ful and adequate" disclosure each quaer of the line items and amounts of operatig and
management expenses); ¡P. Morgan Chase & Co.. (Feb. 28, 2001) (request to discuss risks of
infation and deflation in the anua report); BankAmarica Corp. (Feb. 8, 1996) (requesting more
detaied discussion of

reserve accounts on anual and quaerly basis); Refac (Mar. 27, 2002)

(requested changes in disclosure, but also sought change in auditor, a separate ground for
exclusion as ordinar business); Time Warner Inc. (Mar. 3,1998) (requesting additional "Year

2000" or "Y2K" disclosures in company's periodic reports). However, compare Tenet
HealthCare Corp. (July 1, 1998)" (request for separate report on Y2K computer preparedness may
not be excluded from company's proxy
materials). As for the cited letters concurng in the
omission of a proposal involving risk asessment, we note that they all antedate Staff Legal
Bulletin 14E (discussed at p. 2, supra) which expressly authorized proposals on risk assessment
.of issues that trancend ordiar business. Here again,.the Company's arguent higes on the
notion that the Plan's Proposal is devoid of

previously.

policy signficance, a point we have rebutted'
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In short, there is an overriding public policy concern in ths case that was not present in
"micro
management" and the lie are unavaiing. At stake here
the other cases. Thus, charges of
is much more than T.J's responsibility as a good corporate citizen to pay its taes. If anytng,

the "complexity" tht TJX likes to cite is a prie reason why shareholders are entitled to greater
transparency on ths topic. As.Ki and Desai point out, it is precisely because tax avoidance
plans are complex, if not opaque, that an agency problem exists for shareholders and there is a
risk of management aggrandizement at shareholder expense, potentially leadig to a sigificant

drop in stock price.

2. The Proposal has not been "substatially implemented" under Rule 14a-8(i)(10).
TJX next argues that the Plan's request for a report has been substantially implemented
and thus waants exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(1 0). Ths clai focuses on the fact tht TJX

made tax-related disclosues in its Form 10-K and in Note K thereto, which discusses "uncertai
ta positions." TJX Letter at 9-11 and Ex. B.

Under Rule 14a-8(i)(10), the critical factor is what a company has done to address the
the proposal. See Dow Chemical Co. (Feb. 23,2005); Exon Mobil (Mar.
core concern raised by
24,2003); Johnson & Johnson (Feb. 25, 2003); Exxon Mobil (Mar. 27; 2002); Raytheon (Feb.

26,2001); Oracle Corp. (Aug. 15,2000). As the SEC acknowledged in Exchange Act Release
No. 34-20091 (Aug. 16, 1983), the application of
ths rue is subjective and therefore diffcult.
Furermore, the fact that under Rule 14a-8(g) ''te burden is on the company to demonstrte that

it is entitIedto exclude a proposal" means that the mootness exclusion presents a very high
hurdle for companes to overcome. .
TJX's disclosures in its Form 10-K are generic in natue and could descrbe jus about

any company doing business in multiple countres. Indeed, the cited discussion in TJX's MD&A
section begis with the phrase "Like many large corprations. . ." (TJX Letter at 9.) Equally
generic is the ''rsk factors" discussion, which ta generaly about how the Company's

provision for income taes and cash ta liability "could be adversely afected by numerous
factors" that apply to any multiational company.
Plaiy the reader is not going to lea anytg unique to TJX from reading these
portons of the Form 10-K. Boilerplate disclosure that vares little from one year to the next is
the report requested in the Proposal.
plainly not the "substantial".equivalent of

The footnote disclosure upon which TJX relies (TJX Letter, Ex. B).is equally inadequat~,
as it provides merely aggregated figues as to income tax liability, net deferred ta assets and
liabilities, and unrecognzed ta benefits. These disclosures fall signficantly short of the level of
disclosue that the Proposal asks be presented in a report. These disclosures do little more than
comply with GAA disclosure requiements, including the measures for reportg uncert tax
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positions using the stdards required in the Fincial Accounting Standards Board Interpretation

No. 48 ("FIN 48"). TJX Letter at 9-10. A sumar discussion presenting aggregate figues that
are said to comply with GAA is hardly a "report" worty of the name.
We note that the Division has refued to credit arguents that disclosure in a Form 10- K

is adequate when the request for data goes beyond the legally requied. minimum, as is the case .
here. Thus, the Division did not concur with a company's view that it could exclude a proposal
asking the company to prepare a comprehensive report on foreign sales of miita and weaponsrelated products, rejecting clais that there had been adequate disclosure in the Form lO-K, as
well as to governent agencies. 1T Corp. (Mar. 12, 2008). Similarly, in Crescent Real Estate
Equities Co. (Mar. 28, 2005), the Division rejected a claim that mandated disclosures regarding
related-par tranactions substatially implemented a proposal seekig details regarding board
involvement or non-involvement in such.

transactions. (Te Division agreed that the "ordinar

business" exclusion in Rule 14a-8(i)(7) was not available either). Indeed, TJX fais to cite àny

as

decision in which the Division has equated disclosue in a Form lO-K on a broad policy issue

sufciently equivalent to a requested report that exclusion of the proposal is waranted.
TJX cites ruings in which the Division ha concured with the company's position

because it appears that the company was aleady providing report to shaeholders on the specifc
topics in queston e.g., Anheuser-Busch Cas., Inc. (Jan. 17,2007); ConAgra Foods, Inc. (July 3,
2006); Johnson & Johnson (Feb. 17,2006); Exon Mobil Corp. (Mar. 18,2004); andXcel
Energy, Inc. (Feb. 17,2004) request for report on global warg. (TJX Letter at 9.) Of
coure, the fact that a company issues a reort with a key word such as "sustnability" in the title

"substatialy"

does not mea that al of the issues raised by a given proposal have been

addressed. Kroger Co. (Api. 12,2010) (denyig no-action relief).8

thus fails to estblish that the disclosure has "substantially"
implemented the Plan's Proposal. The fact that there is some disclosue - with only one
TJX's limited disclosure

example, with known exceptions and with no explanation of

how much of

the problem ths

disclosure may address - is inuffcient to warant omission of a proposa on the ground that the

proposal has been substantially implemented.
3. The Proposal is not impermssibly vague and indefimte under Rule 14a-8(i)(3).
8 TJX's citation to Johnson & Johnson (Feb. 17,2006) is inapposite, as the proposal there sought

not a shareholder report, but a verification that the company was complyig with immgration
was conducting such verification and reportng results to the
laws; the company answered that it

Imgration and Natualization Service. A request for verication of employment statu is
qualitatively different from a request for a report to shareholders. Noreover, as the I1letter
cited in the text made clear, disclosure to a governent agency on a non-public basis is not

disclosure in a report to shareholders.
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TJX argues finally thàt the Proposal is impermissibly vague and indefinite, so much so
that it is "materially false or misleading" and thus eligible for exclusion under Rule 14a8-(i)(3).
(TJX Letter at 11-13).
TJX focuses on the phrase "actions TJX takes to avoid or minze US federal, state and

local taxes," argug that the individual words "to," "avoid," and "niiniize" are hopelessly and
inherently vague. Before anwerig these specific objections, however, we pause to note the
contradiction between ths arguent and TJX's prior arguent, i.e., that the Company has
"substatialy implemented" a proposal that we are now told is "so vague and indefinite as to
mae it impossible for either the board of directors or the stockholders at large to comprehend
precisely what the proposal would entaiL." Dyer v. SEC, 287 F.2d 773, 781 (8th Cir. 1961),
quoted in TJX Lett~r at 11. Surely TJX canot have it both ways. Nor can it be said that it is
"impossible" to understand what the. Proposal is asking.
Thus, TJX asks whether "to" is meant to require intent and, if so, to what extent? Or

does it relate to any decision with ta implications? Does "avoid" refer only to situtions where
one avoids taation or to a store closing? . Does "mize" mean a comparson of the actual ta
rate to the statutory rate or to the effective rate in some previous period (and if so, which one)?
(TJX Letter at 12.)

Ths represents a classic example of fiatig on a specifi~ word or phre and then
claiing tht the individual words are hopelessly ambiguous, while failing to examne the

Proposal as a whole. The tht of the Proposa, as the supporting statement makes clear, is on.
what academic studies refer to as "aggressive" ta positions as companes seek to reduce tax'

liabilities. Aggressive ta positions ca risks for companes and shareholders: Companes
know those risks and are requied to consider and evaluate them under GAA, in ths cae FI
No. 48, as TJX acknowledges.' CompaIes are now requied to report their uncert ta

positions in more detai to the IRS.
The letters cited by TJX (at 13) have nothg to do with the language in ths Proposal, but
deal with imprecise terminology in the field of executive compensation and, .i one instace, the
vague concept of

"interferig" with the "governent policy." Thus, the supposed precedents

offer litte support for the Company's position.

. .

Finally, we are obliged to note how this Proposal stcks up agaist a recent proposal

asking a company to prepare a report on its "policy concernng the úse of initial and varance
margin (collateral) on allover the counter derivatives trades and its procedures to ensure that the
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collateral is maitaied in segregated accounts and is not rehypothecated." JP Morgan Chase &
Co. (Mar. 19,2010). The company invoked the (i)(3) exclusion on the ground tht the phrases
"intial and varance margi (collateral)" and "rehypothecated" were not defined in the proposal

and that shareholders would not understd those term. The Division nonetheless denied noaction relief. We respectfuly suggest tht the concept of "avoiding" or "miniizing" tax
liability is more easily understood by shareholders than the concept of rehypothecating collateral
on derivatives trades.

****

For these reasons, the Plan respectfly asks the Division to deny the no-action reliefTJX
ha sought.

Th you

in advance for your consderation of these comments. If you have .any

questons or need additional information, please do not hesitate to call me at (202) 429-1007 ò The
Plan appreciates the opportty to be of assistance' to the Staff in ths matter.

Very trly yours,

I

i
l

I

cc:

An McCauley, Esq., TJX Companes, Inc.
Fax: (508) 390-2777
Mar Weber, Esq., Ropes & Gray LLP
Fax: (617) 235-0222

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
DIVISION OF CORPORATE FINANCE
OFFICE OF CHIEF COUNSEL
100 F STREET, N.E.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20549
Re:

The TJX Companies, Inc.
AFSCME Shareholder Proposal

The TJX Companies, Inc. (“TJX” or the “Company”) submits this letter to inform you that
it intends to omit from its proxy statement and form of proxy for its 2011 Annual General Meeting
of Shareholders (collectively, the “2011 Proxy Materials”) a shareholder proposal (the “Proposal”)
and supporting statement from the American Federation of State, County and Municipal
Employees (“AFSCME” or the “Proponent”). We respectfully request that the Staff of the
Division of Corporation Finance (the “Staff”) concur in our view that the Company may, for the
reasons set forth below, properly exclude the Proposal from the 2011 Proxy Materials.
In accordance with Rule 14a-8(j), we have filed this letter with the Securities and
Exchange Commission (the “Commission”) no later than eighty (80) calendar days before the
Company intends to file its definitive 2011 Proxy Materials with the Commission and
concurrently sent a copy of this letter and its attachment to the Proponent. Pursuant to Rule 14a
8(j) and Staff Bulletin No. 14D (November 7, 2008) (“SLB 14D”), we have submitted this letter,
together with the Proposal to the Staff via e-mail at shareholderproposals@sec.gov in lieu of
mailing paper copies.
Rule 14a-8(k) and SLB 14D provide that shareholder proponents are required to send
companies a copy of any correspondence that the proponents elect to submit to the Commission or
the Staff. Accordingly, we are taking this opportunity to inform the Proponent that if the
Proponent elects to submit additional correspondence to the Commission or the Staff with respect
to the Proposal, a copy of that correspondence should be furnished concurrently to the undersigned
on behalf of the Company pursuant to Rule 14a-8(k) and SLB 14D.
THE PROPOSAL
The Proposal states:
Resolved, that the shareholders of [T]he TJX Companies, Inc. (“TJX”) request that
TJX’s board of directors annually assess the risks created by the actions TJX takes
to avoid or minimize US federal, state and local corporate income taxes and
provide a report to shareholders on the assessment, at reasonable cost and omitting
proprietary information.
A copy of the Proposal and the supporting statement (the “Supporting Statement”) is
attached to this letter as Exhibit A.
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BASES FOR EXCLUSION
We hereby respectfully request that the Staff concur in our view that the Proposal may be
excluded from the 2011 Proxy Materials pursuant to:
•

Rule 14a-8(i)(7), because the Proposal deals with matters relating to the Company’s
ordinary business operations;

•

Rule 14a-8(i)(10), because the Company has already substantially implemented the
Proposal; and

•

Rule 14a-8(i)(3), because the Proposal is impermissibly vague and indefinite.
ANALYSIS

I.

THE COMPANY MAY EXCLUDE THE PROPOSAL FROM ITS PROXY
MATERIALS IN RELIANCE ON RULE 14a-8(i)(7) BECAUSE IT RELATES TO THE
COMPANY’S ORDINARY BUSINESS OPERATIONS.

Rule 14a-8(i)(7) permits a company to exclude a shareholder proposal if it pertains to “a
matter relating to the company’s ordinary business operations.” The term “ordinary business”
refers “to matters that are not necessarily ‘ordinary’ in the common meaning of the word, and is
rooted in the corporate law concept providing management with flexibility in directing certain
core matters involving the company’s business and operations.” Exchange Act Release No. 34
40018 (May 21, 1998) (the “1998 Release”). Proposals that seek a report where the subject matter
involves ordinary business are excludable under Rule 14a-8(i)(7). Exchange Act Release No. 34
20091 (August 16, 1983) (the “1983 Release”). According to the 1998 Release, the general policy
underlying the “ordinary business” exclusion is “to confine the resolution of ordinary business
problems to management and the board of directors, since it is impracticable for shareholders to
decide how to solve such problems at an annual shareholders meeting.”
In the 1998 Release, the Commission identified the two “central considerations” for the
ordinary business exclusion. The first is the subject matter of the proposal, with the 1998 Release
concluding that “[c]ertain tasks are so fundamental to management’s ability to run a company on a
day-to-day basis that they could not, as a practical matter, be subject to direct shareholder
oversight.” The second is the degree to which the proposal attempts to “micro-manage” the
company “by probing too deeply into matters of a complex nature upon which shareholders, as a
group, would not be in a position to make an informed judgment. This consideration may come
into play in a number of circumstances, such as where the proposal involves intricate detail, or
seeks to impose specific time-frames or methods for implementing complex policies.” As
discussed below, the Proposal implicates both of these “central considerations” and may be
omitted as relating to the Company’s ordinary business operations. The reference in the Proposal
to “risk” does not preclude exclusion where the subject matter underlying the risk evaluation is the
ordinary business of the Company.
Management of corporate taxation is a task so fundamental to management’s ability to run
a company on a day-to-day basis that management cannot, as a practical matter, be subject to
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direct shareholder oversight with respect to this task. TJX operates in 14 countries, 48 states, 10
provinces, approximately 2,700 cities and towns as well as myriad other taxing jurisdictions in the
U.S. and abroad. The tax planning and management associated with all of these tax jurisdictions
is significant and is the full-time activity of a department within TJX. The Proposal infringes on
management’s day-to-day operation of the business because it involves issues, the subject matter
of which are most appropriately left to such day-to-day management and oversight by the Board of
Directors of the Company (the “Board”) (and not to direct shareholder oversight). Issues related
to corporate tax planning and tax risk assessments at TJX are intricate, highly complex and require
a detailed understanding of, among other things, (i) compliance with applicable legal and
regulatory regimes and (ii) TJX’s day-to-day operations, business plans and business practices
across all jurisdictions in which it operates. To fully understand any risk assessment, shareholders
would require an intimate knowledge of these complex rules and practices. The intricacy of tax
risk assessments and rapidly changing dynamics of tax regulations makes tax risk assessments an
especially poor topic for shareholder action. Unlike shareholders, the Company’s management
and the Board, with frequent and fulsome advice from the Company’s outside advisors, have the
requisite knowledge of tax rules and regulations and the Company’s operations in order to make
and understand tax risk assessments. The Proposal is not limited to tax planning activities and
reaches any activity taken to avoid or minimize U.S. federal, state or local corporate income taxes.
This sweeping Proposal could literally encompass decisions on ordinary business matters such as
levels and timing of expenditure, levels, types and timing of investment, borrowing, jurisdictions
of expansion, business closures, hiring of employees, employee compensation and other benefits
and any other matter that affects (or even could affect) the Company’s taxable income in any U.S.
taxing jurisdiction.
The Staff has consistently taken the position that shareholder proposals like the Proposal
that involve corporate tax are within the scope of a company’s ordinary business operations.
Requests for evaluations of, and reports on, corporate taxes are intricately interwoven with a
company’s financial planning and day-to-day business operations and, as such, the Staff has
consistently found proposals relating to such matters properly excludable. See Verizon, Inc.
(January 31, 2006), General Electric Co. (January 17, 2006) and Citigroup Inc. (January 26, 2006)
(proposals requesting reports on the impact of a flat tax excludable); PepsiCo, Inc. (March 13,
2003) and Pfizer Inc. (February 5, 2003) (proposals requesting reports on company tax breaks
excludable); The Chase Manhattan Corporation (March 4, 1999) (proposal requiring disclosure of
certain tax information in annual reports to shareholders excludable); General Motors Corp.
(February 28, 1997) (proposal recommending adoption of a policy to disclose taxes paid and
collected in annual report excludable).
The Staff has recognized that management of tax payments (including tax abatements and
tax credits) is a source of financing for companies, which is a matter of ordinary business
operations. The Staff has agreed that proposals addressing changes in the application or
availability of tax code provisions or other federal financial incentives can be excluded as ordinary
business matters, because they implicate a company’s decisions on sources of financing. See
General Electric Co. (February 15, 2000) (proposal to prepare a report on the financial benefits
received by the company from tax abatements and credits excludable); Pfizer Inc., supra; Pepsico,
Inc., supra. The methods used by TJX to manage the amount and timing of its income tax
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payments are at the core of management’s daily business planning and decision-making with
respect to financing sources.
Requirements to pay or not to pay taxes are based on compliance with tax laws, and as a
result, the “actions TJX takes to avoid or minimize US federal, state or local corporate income
taxes” are the subject of legal requirements—an area of subject matter that is properly within the
management’s control as part of its operation of the business. The Company’s management
established, maintains, monitors and devotes substantial resources to a broad-ranging legal
compliance program covering tax and disclosure laws, regulations and other requirements across
its entire business. Many of these actions that would be encompassed within the Proposal are
mandated by law. For example, in a company with TJX’s scale, intra-company transactions
necessarily cross different taxing jurisdictions and as a result, affect taxes among the various
jurisdictions in which they occur. Appropriate payments for these transactions are mandated by
law, including transfer pricing and licensing fees for intellectual property, among many others.
The Staff consistently has recognized a company’s compliance with laws and regulations as a
matter of ordinary business and proposals relating to a company’s legal compliance program as
infringing on management’s core function of overseeing business practices. See Sprint Nextel
Corp. (March 16, 2010, recon. denied April 20, 2010) (proposal requesting explanation of why it
did not adopt an ethics code designed to deter wrongdoing by its CEO, and to promote ethical
conduct, securities law compliance, and accountability excludable); Johnson & Johnson (February
22, 2010) (proposal requesting that the company take specific actions to comply with employment
eligibility verification requirements excludable); FedEx Corp. (July 14, 2009) and Lowe’s
Companies, Inc. (March 12, 2008) (proposals requesting the preparation of a report discussing the
company’s compliance with state and federal laws governing the proper classification of
employees and independent contractors excludable); The Home Depot, Inc. (January 25, 2008)
(proposal requesting that the board publish a report on the company’s policies on product safety
excludable); Verizon Communications Inc. (February 22, 2007) (proposal requesting a report on
the technological, legal and ethical policy issues surrounding disclosure of customer information
to government agencies without a warrant excludable); Verizon Communications Inc. (January 7,
2008) (proposal requesting a report on policies for preventing and handling illegal trespassing
incidents excludable); The AES Corp. (January 9, 2007) (proposal seeking creation of a board
oversight committee to monitor compliance with applicable laws, rules and regulations of federal,
state and local governments excludable); H&R Block Inc. (August 1, 2006) (proposal requesting a
legal compliance program regarding lending policies excludable); Halliburton Co. (March 10,
2006) (proposal requesting the preparation of a report detailing policies and procedures to reduce
or eliminate the recurrence of instances of fraud, bribery and other law violations excludable);
Hudson United Bancorp (January 24, 2003) (proposal requesting appointment of an independent
shareholders’ committee to investigate possible corporate misconduct excludable); Humana Inc.
(February 25, 1998) (proposal urging appointment of a committee of outside directors to oversee
the company’s corporate anti-fraud compliance program excludable); Citicorp Inc. (January 9,
1998) (proposal requesting an independent committee to oversee the audit of contracts with
foreign entities to ascertain if bribes and other payments of the type prohibited by the Foreign
Corrupt Practices Act or local laws had been made excludable). Similarly, the Staff repeatedly has
concurred with the exclusion of shareholder proposals requesting that the board of directors
undertake actions to ensure compliance with laws as requiring an assessment of companies’
general legal compliance programs, which are characteristically an element of ordinary business
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operations. See Bear Stearns Companies Inc. (February 14, 2007) (proposal requesting a
Sarbanes-Oxley Right-to-Know report detailing the costs and benefits of Sarbanes-Oxley on the
company’s in-house operations as well as the impact of Sarbanes-Oxley on the company’s
investment banking business excludable); Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. (January 11, 2007) (same);
Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc. (January 11, 2007) (same); Morgan Stanley (January 8, 2007)
(same). The Proposal’s request for a report on Company actions that “avoid or minimize US
federal, state or local corporate income taxes”, clearly relates to compliance with laws and
assessment of risk of that compliance requires legal assessments and thus relates directly to
ordinary business operations.
The Proposal’s requirement to report on tax risk assessment interferes with the Company’s
ability to control decisions related to the disclosure of highly confidential and sensitive
information notwithstanding the Proposal’s reference to the omission of proprietary information.
Disclosure of confidential details of TJX’s tax and financing strategies and the intracompany
transactions underlying those strategies could be competitively harmful. TJX already reports on
its tax and financing strategies, providing investors significant insight into these operations.
Providing details of internal financing arrangements would not provide meaningful information to
investors but could reveal to competitors information with respect to TJX’s strategies and
requirements for intercompany financing which competitors could utilize in considering their
competitive strategies.
The disclosures involved in providing a report on the risks associated with the Company’s
tax positions could result in disclosures constituting a waiver of the attorney-client privilege, the
tax practitioner privilege (provided for in the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended) and the
work product privilege as to the advice and other communications between the Company and its
legal counsel or other tax advisers relating to a tax position and related work product. A waiver of
any of these privileges could compromise the Company’s ability to litigate effectively the issues to
which such advice, communications or work product relate and could prompt new litigation
against the Company. Consequently, if implemented, the disclosure requirements in the Proposal
would effectively substitute the shareholders’ judgment for the judgment of the Board and
management as to whether to give blanket waivers of one or more of the attorney-client privilege,
the tax practitioner privilege and the work product privilege as to such communications, legal and
tax advice and privileged work product with respect to a tax matter in which the Company is
engaged, a decision that shareholders as a group are particularly unsuited to make.
The Staff has concluded that proposals requiring disclosure of tax-related information
beyond that which is required by applicable laws and accounting principles are properly
excludable. See, e.g., The Chase Manhattan Corporation (March 4, 1999) (proposal to amend the
company’s by-laws to require it to disclose in its annual report certain tax information, including
tabulations of taxes on the company for the fiscal year, taxes collected by company and the
amount of taxes per share excludable) and General Motors Corp., supra. In mandating disclosure
obligations for public companies to achieve an understandable, comprehensive portrayal of their
financial condition and performance, the Commission relies on, among other things, audited
financial statements that meet the standards set forth by the Financial Accounting Standards Board
(“FASB”). In a process overseen by the Commission, FASB establishes detailed accounting rules
and requirements for complex topics such as tax risks and tax reserves. Indeed accounting for
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uncertainties with respect to payment of income taxes was addressed and implemented just a few
years ago by FASB. As a result, the Company, like other public companies, must analyze the
technical merits of its tax positions, determine the likelihood that these positions will be sustained
if they were ever examined by the taxing authorities and establish and disclose reserves for
positions unlikely to be sustained. The Proposal requests a report that would provide additional
tax disclosure beyond that required by the applicable accounting principles.
Notwithstanding the disclosures already made by the Company in its financial statements,
the Company’s management and Board (and not shareholders), in their exercise of their core
duties, are tasked with determining the proper amount of information that both fulfills relevant
legal requirements and provides investors with meaningful disclosure about the Company and its
business with respect to these ordinary business matters. The Staff has consistently found that
proposals seeking additional detailed disclosure, the subject matter of which involves ordinary
business operations, may be excluded under Rule 14a-8(i)(7). See Johnson Controls, Inc.
(October 26, 1999) (proposal requesting additional disclosure of financial statements in reports to
shareholders excludable). See also AmerInst Insurance Group, Ltd. (April 14, 2005) (proposal
requiring company to provide a full, complete and adequate disclosure of the accounting, each
calendar quarter, of its line items and amounts of operating and management expenses
excludable). As discussed above, the subject matter of the disclosure sought by the Proposal
relates entirely to ordinary business operations. The Staff has found proposals seeking increased
disclosure to enable shareholders to evaluate risk to be excludable. See, e.g., J.P. Morgan Chase
& Co. (February 28, 2001) (proposal requiring discussion of risks of inflation/deflation in annual
report excludable); BankAmerica Corporation (February 8, 1996) (proposal requesting
amendment of governing documents to require detailed disclosure regarding reserve accounts on
an annual and quarterly basis excludable). Beyond compliance with applicable legal and
regulatory requirements, it is management’s responsibility to determine what information above
that which is legally required is most appropriately disclosed to investors. See, e.g., Refac (March
27, 2002) (proposal requesting improved corporate disclosure practices, including the disclosure
of the number of shareholders of record of the Company and the results of voting at the annual
meeting excludable); Time Warner, Inc. (March 3, 1998) (proposal requesting Year 2000
disclosure excludable).
Due to the complexity of the underlying subject matter, a full report on the assessment of
risks relating to the Company’s tax positions would be highly complex and would by necessity
contain numerous qualifications and assumptions. In order to understand the risks related to the
possibility of Federal, state and local governments looking to the Company to increase tax
revenues and potential risks related to the adoption of Schedule UTP (Uncertain Tax Positions),
shareholders would need to be informed of the Company’s current jurisdictional tax base and risks
in each of those jurisdictions. Evaluating tax laws, budget shortfalls, political positions, potential
regulatory action and other factors in numerous jurisdictions would require detailed disclosure as
well as numerous qualifications, assumptions and projections. This type of report is beyond the
scope of a standard shareholder report (such as a Corporate Social Responsibility report) and
would not materially improve shareholders’ understanding of the report’s underlying subject
matter or of TJX’s business and operations as a whole. Instead, such a report would cause
confusion and could enable the Company’s competitors to gain valuable information with respect
to its competitively sensitive tax and business strategies.
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A. The Proposal’s Reference to Risk Does Not Alter Its Excludability Where The Subject
Matter Relates to Ordinary Business Operations.
The Proposal requests that “TJX’s board of directors annually assess the risks created by
the actions TJX takes to avoid or minimize US federal, state and local corporate income taxes and
provide a report to shareholders on the assessment, at reasonable cost and omitting proprietary
information.” In Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14E (Oct. 27, 2009) (“SLB 14E”), the Staff indicated
that in evaluating shareholder proposals that request a risk assessment:
rather than focusing on whether a proposal and supporting statement relate to the
company engaging in an evaluation of risk, we will instead focus on the subject
matter to which the risk pertains or that gives rise to the risk…similar to the way in
which we analyze proposals asking for the preparation of a report, the formation of
a committee or the inclusion of disclosure in a Commission-prescribed document—
where we look to the underlying subject matter of the report, committee or
disclosure to determine whether the proposal relates to ordinary business—we will
consider whether the underlying subject matter of the risk evaluation involves a
matter of ordinary business to the company….
The fact that a shareholder proposal references risk is not dispositive of whether the
proposal may be excluded under Rule 14a-8(i)(7). Id. Rather, the Staff has continued to concur in
the exclusion of risk assessment shareholder proposals when the subject matter concerns ordinary
business operations. See JPMorgan Chase & Co. (March 12, 2010) (proposal requesting an
assessment of the probable impact on greenhouse gas emissions and environmental harm to
Appalachia of expanding the policy to bar project financing for all mountain top removal projects
where neither company was involved with such projects except with respect to extending credit to
certain types of customers excludable); Bank of America Corp. (February 24, 2010) (same).
Though the Staff indicated in SLB 14E that certain proposals are not excludable under Rule 14a
8(i)(7) if the “underlying subject matter transcends the day-to-day business matters of the
company and raises policy issues so significant that it would be appropriate for a shareholder
vote”, the Proposal does not fall into this exception. Here, the underlying subject matter of the
Proposal does not transcend the day-to-day business of TJX because, as discussed above, matters
related to the evaluation of tax risk assessment and tax planning are an integral part of the
Company’s daily business operations and financial planning. The Proposal and Supporting
Statement relate only to a narrow issue of business management that is specific to the Company.
Although, as discussed below, it is not clear precisely what the Proponents wish the Company to
address, the subject matter appears to range from the tax consequences of the Company’s specific
trademark licensing strategy to overall tax risk assessment. The Proponents do not, however,
raise specific tax policy issues or any other articulable policy issues; rather, the only item that
comes close to a social policy issue is a general concern over U.S. Federal, state and local budget
shortfalls with the possibility that such governments may look to additional tax revenue to address
such shortfalls. As such, the Proposals is excludable under Rule 14a-8(i)(7).
B. The Proposal Does Not Focus on Any Significant Social Policy Issue Which Would
Transcend The Day-to-Day Business Matters Raised by The Proposal.
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Although, as discussed above, certain proposals relating to ordinary business matters that
focus on “sufficiently significant social policy issues” are generally not considered to be
excludable, the Staff has consistently recognized that a proposal that inappropriately addresses
ordinary business matters may be excluded in its entirety even if it also touches upon a significant
social policy issue. See Marriot International, Inc. (March 17, 2010) (proposal relating to global
warming that sought to micromanage the company excludable); Newmont Mining Corp. (February
4, 2004) (proposal requesting that the board of directors publish a comprehensive report on the
risk to the company’s operations, profitability and reputation from its social and environmental
liabilities excludable). The factors that the Staff has considered in the past to determine whether a
proposal relates to a “significant social policy issue” include the existence of widespread public
debate concerning the subject matter of the proposal, increasing recognition of the issue among the
public, and the existence of legislation or proposed legislation addressing the same. See Tyson
Foods Inc. (December 15, 2009) (proposal regarding the use of antibiotics in raising livestock, an
issue of widespread public debate and the subject of current legislation, includable upon
reconsideration because it related to a “significant social policy issue”).
The Proposal does not fall under this exception to Rule 14a-8(i)(7) because it does not
identify a social policy issue that the Company is requested to review or address, nor does it
require that the report address or remedy any social issues. Though the Proponent may argue that
there has recently been public debate about the need for states and municipalities to generate
additional tax revenue, the subject matter of the Proposal is narrowly tailored to the specific tax
risks created by actions of the Company to avoid or minimize taxes. It seeks to address the
Company’s employment of tax management strategies and its application of tax laws to the
Company’s particular factual circumstances. The Proposal does not address social policy issues
relating to taxation in general or any other articulable social policy issue or shareholder interest.
Rather, the Proposal is limited to a narrow issue specific to the Company that relates to the
management of the business and does not raise a “sufficiently significant social policy issue” so as
to bring it outside of Rule 14a-8(i)(7). As the Proposal merely addresses the ordinary business of
the Company, it is excludable.
II.

THE COMPANY MAY EXCLUDE THE PROPOSAL FROM ITS PROXY
MATERIALS IN RELIANCE ON RULE 14a-8(i)(10) AS ALREADY
SUBSTANTIALLY IMPLEMENTED.

A shareholder proposal may be excluded under Rule 14a-8(i)(10) if the proposal has
already been substantially implemented by the company. This Rule “is designed to avoid the
possibility of shareholders having to consider matters which already have been favorably acted
upon by management.” Exchange Act Release No. 34-12598 (July 7, 1976). A determination as
to whether the company has substantially implemented the proposal depends on whether the
company’s relevant “policies, practices and procedures compare favorably with the guidelines of
the proposal.” Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. (March 30, 2010). Substantial implementation under Rule
14a-8(i)(10) requires a company’s actions to have addressed both the proposal’s underlying
concerns and its essential objective.
The Staff has allowed shareholder proposals to be excluded as substantially implemented
where a company’s actions, policies, practices and procedures have satisfactorily addressed the
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underlying concerns of the proposal, even if by means other than those suggested by the
shareholder proponent and even if there are differences between a company’s actions and the
details of the shareholder proposal. See, e.g., Anheuser-Busch Cos., Inc. (January 17, 2007),
ConAgra Foods, Inc. (July 3, 2006), Johnson & Johnson (February 17, 2006), Exxon Mobil
Corporation (March 18, 2004), Xcel Energy, Inc. (February 17, 2004), The Talbots, Inc. (April 5,
2002), AMR Corp. (April 17, 2000), Masco Corp. (March 29, 1999), Erie Indemnity Co. (March
15, 1999), and Nordstrom, Inc. (February 8, 1995) (in each instance proposal requesting a global
warming report excludable where the company had already published a report that contained
information relating to its environmental initiatives). This is consistent with the 1983 Release,
which noted that a proposal need not be “fully effected” in order to be considered “substantially
implemented.”
The Company has substantially implemented the Proposal through its policies and
procedures with respect to tax risk that compare favorably with those in the Proposal. This risk
assessment is part of the Company’s ordinary business operations and is implemented consistent
with SEC rules, New York Stock Exchange listing standards and U.S. generally accepted
accounting principles (“GAAP”) and the conclusions are reported in the Company’s reports to the
SEC and its shareholders. The Company is engaged in a substantial, ongoing enterprise risk
assessment program which includes tax risks. The program is led by the Company’s Senior Vice
President, Director Enterprise Risk and Chief Compliance Officer, with significant involvement in
the case of tax risks and related policies and procedures, from the financial, accounting, tax and
legal departments. The Company’s tax risks are regularly reviewed by the Audit Committee, the
Finance Committee and the Board of Directors as well as the Company’s Chief Financial and
Administrative Officer, Senior Vice President, Corporate Tax & Risk Management Director and
General Counsel. Policies and procedures with respect to tax positions and planning are reviewed
by senior management.
The Company reports on its assessments of tax risk annually in its Annual Report on Form
10-K. For example, the Company identified and discussed income taxes in the U.S. and abroad as
an area of substantial management judgment in its Management Discussion and Analysis in its
Form 10-K for the fiscal year ending January 30, 2010:
Income taxes: Like many large corporations, our income tax returns are regularly
audited by federal, state and local tax authorities in the United States and in foreign
countries where we operate. Such authorities may challenge positions we take, and
we are engaged in various proceedings with such authorities with respect to
assessments, claims, deficiencies and refunds. In accordance with U.S. GAAP, we
evaluate uncertain tax positions based on our understanding of the facts,
circumstances and information available at the reporting date, and we accrue for
exposure when we believe that it is more likely than not, based on the technical
merits, that the positions will not be sustained upon examination. However, it is
possible that amounts accrued or paid as the result of the final resolutions of
examinations, judicial or administrative proceedings, changes in facts or law,
expirations of statute of limitations in specific jurisdictions or other resolutions of,
or changes in, tax positions, will differ either positively or negatively from the
amounts we have accrued, and may result in accruals or payments for periods not
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currently under examination or for which no claims have been made. It is possible
that such final resolutions or changes in accruals could have a material adverse
impact on the results of operations of the period in which a examination or
proceeding is resolved or in the period in which a changed outcome becomes
probable and reasonably estimable.
In addition, various of the Company’s Risk Factors in its Form 10-K cover tax risk,
including, for example, the following specific risk in the fiscal 2011 Form 10-K:
We are subject to income taxes in both the United States and numerous foreign
jurisdictions. Our provision for income taxes and cash tax liability in the future
could be adversely affected by numerous factors including, but not limited to,
income before taxes being lower than anticipated in countries with lower statutory
tax rates and higher than anticipated in countries with higher statutory tax rates,
changes in the valuation of deferred tax assets and liabilities, changes in U.S. tax
legislation and regulation, foreign tax laws, regulations and treaties, exposure to
additional tax liabilities, changes in accounting principles and interpretations
relating to tax matters, which could adversely impact our results of operations and
financial condition in future periods. In addition, we are subject to the continuous
examination of our income tax returns by federal, state and local tax authorities in
the U.S. and foreign countries, such authorities may challenge positions we take,
and we are engaged in various proceedings with such authorities with respect to
assessments, claims, deficiencies and refunds, and the results of these
examinations, judicial proceedings or as a result of the expiration of statute of
limitations in specific jurisdictions. We regularly assess the likelihood of adverse
outcomes resulting from these examinations to determine the adequacy of our
provision for income taxes. However, it is possible that the actual results of
proceedings with tax authorities and in courts, changes in facts, expiration of
statutes of limitations or other resolutions of tax positions will differ from the
amounts we have accrued in either a positive or a negative manner, which could
materially affect our effective income tax rate in a given financial period, the
amount of taxes we are required to pay and our results of operations.
Consistent with GAAP, the Company has reserves for its uncertain tax positions which are
disclosed and discussed in detail each year in its Form 10-K, e.g. Note K to its audited financial
statements in the fiscal 2010 Form 10-K, attached to this letter as Exhibit B. As part of its
compliance with FASB Interpretation No. 48 (“FIN 48”), the Company conducts an analysis of all
tax positions that it includes in its financial statements to determine whether (a) it is more likely
than not that the position will be sustained on the merits if challenged by a taxing authority and (b)
the amount of the benefit for positions that meet this threshold. FIN 48 at Paragraphs 6-8.
Pursuant to the requirements of FIN 48, the Company quantifies these positions and discloses the
amount of its unrecognized tax benefits as of the end of the current and prior fiscal year, with
reconciliation for additions for the current and prior years for uncertain tax positions, reductions
for prior years’ uncertain tax positions, expiration of statutes of limitation and settlements with
taxing authorities and the amount of unrecognized tax benefits included that will not affect future
years’ effective tax rates. In addition, the Company discloses total amounts of interest and
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penalties and years that remain subject to examination by major tax jurisdictions. The Company
quantifies the possible change in its provision for taxes as a result of any reasonably probable
change in the Company’s net unrecognized tax benefits during the next twelve months. The
Company’s financial footnotes also contain information reconciling taxes paid to the statutory
rate. These disclosures provide the shareholders with a clear and quantified view of the
Company’s tax risk, which is the underlying concern of the Proposal. By regularly examining its
tax positions and associated tax risks and regularly discussing those risks in its Securities
Exchange Act reports, the Company has substantially implemented the Proposal.
III.

THE PROPOSAL MAY BE EXCLUDED UNDER RULE 14a-8(i)(3) BECAUSE IT IS
IMPERMISSIBLY VAGUE AND INDEFINITE SO AS TO BE INHERENTLY
MISLEADING.

The Proposal and Supporting Statement are so inherently vague or indefinite that neither
the stockholders voting on the proposal, nor the Company in implementing the Proposal (if
adopted), would be able to determine with any reasonable certainty exactly what actions or
measures the Proposal requires. Rule 14a-8(i)(3) permits the exclusion of a shareholder proposal if
the proposal or supporting statement is contrary to Rule 14a-9, which prohibits materially false or
misleading statements in proxy soliciting materials. The Staff consistently has taken the position that
vague and indefinite shareholder proposals are inherently misleading and therefore excludable under
Rule 14a-8(i)(3) because shareholders cannot make an informed decision on the merits of a proposal
without at least knowing what they are voting on. See Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14B (September 15,
2004) (noting that “neither the stockholders voting on the proposal, nor the company in implementing
the proposal (if adopted), would be able to determine with any reasonable certainty exactly what actions
or measures the proposal requires”). See also Dyer v. SEC, 287 F.2d 773, 781 (8th Cir. 1961)
(proposal requesting the creation of a stockholder relations office excludable because it was “so
vague and indefinite as to make it impossible for either the board of directors or the stockholders at
large to comprehend precisely what the proposal would entail”).
The Staff on numerous occasions has concurred that a shareholder proposal was sufficiently
misleading so as to justify its exclusion where a company and its shareholders might interpret the
proposal differently, such that “any action ultimately taken by the Company upon implementation
[of the proposal] could be significantly different from the actions envisioned by shareholders voting
on the proposal.” Fuqua Industries, Inc. (March 12, 1991). See also Bank of America Corp. (June 18,
2007) (proposal requesting a report “concerning the thinking of the Directors concerning
representative payees” excludable under Rule 14a-8(i)(3) as “vague and indefinite”); Puget Energy,
Inc. (March 7, 2002) (proposal requesting that the company’s board of directors take steps to
implement a policy of “improved corporate governance” excludable).
Under these standards, the Staff has consistently concurred with the exclusion of proposals
where such proposals fail to define critical terms or phrases or otherwise fail to provide guidance on
what is required to implement the proposals. Bank of America Corp. (February 25, 2008) (proposal
requesting that the company amend its policies to observe a moratorium on all financing, investment
and further involvement in activities that support MTR (mountain top removal) projects without
defining what would constitute “further involvement” and “activities that support MTR [projects]
excludable as vague and indefinite); Wendy’s International, Inc. (February 24, 2006) (proposal
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requesting a report on the progress made toward “accelerating development” of controlledatmosphere killing without defining “accelerating” and “development” excludable).
The Proposal here fails to define critical phrases or otherwise provide guidance on what is
necessary to implement it. Specifically, the Proposal does not define what is meant by the words
“to”, “avoid” and “minimize” within the context of the phrase “actions TJX takes to avoid or
minimize US federal, state or local corporate income taxes”. The Proposal is not clear about what
actions are included within these terms, how the Company is to make those determinations or what
standards it should use to do so.
Does the word “to” require intent, and if so, what degree of intent is required? Does “to”
imply an action implemented solely to affect taxes? Or does it mean every action where there is
consideration of the tax effect? Or does it mean any action that, regardless of consideration of tax
effects by the Company, had an effect on corporate income taxes at some level? Tax planning is a
significant activity for all corporations, and virtually all corporate actions have some effect on taxes
paid within some taxing jurisdiction, making identification of the potentially encompassed activities
virtually impossible.
Do the words “avoid” and “minimize” mean something different? Does avoidance cover
only situations where the Company completely “avoids” taxation and no longer pays income tax in a
jurisdiction? For instance, would it cover the Company’s decision to close the only store in a
particular taxing jurisdiction? Or, is it intended to cover any situation where the Company takes an
action that results in it paying additional income taxes in one jurisdiction rather than another? This,
of course, would include the Company’s routine business decisions as to where to locate stores,
offices and distribution facilities because all of these decisions implicate the decision to pay taxes in
one jurisdiction rather than another. Or does “avoid” only mean an activity on which the Company is
not required to pay any taxes? Is this intended to mean only business activities or would it extend,
for instance, to the investment in tax exempt debt?
What standard is minimization measured against? Does “minimize” mean a comparison of
the Company’s actual tax rate to the statutory rate or to the effective rate in some previous period
(and if so, what period)? Or does “minimize” mean a comparison of the amount of taxes actually
paid by the Company as compared to prior periods (and if so, what periods) or to a theoretical
amount that could have been paid if a different decision had been made (and if so, how does the
Company determine what the correct theoretical base is)? For example, would the Company’s
recent decision to discontinue the A.J. Wright chain and reopen certain of the stores under other
banners, a business decision that has significant tax consequences, be intended to be included in this
report? Would the Company’s decision to expand in one jurisdiction as opposed to another be
covered, which would result in higher taxes in the jurisdiction of expansion and lower taxes where
expansion was not undertaken? What about decisions as to the countries in which borrowing is
done, or decisions as to something as fundamental as prices charged in stores in different tax
jurisdictions?
How is the applicability of the Proposal to all “US federal, state or local corporate income
taxes” to be applied to the determinations of “avoidance” and “minimization”? Is this
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determination to be made and reported on the basis of the smallest tax unit or is there some overall
aggregation intended?
The Supporting Statement adds additional uncertainty to the meaning of the term “avoid”.
The Supporting Statement asks for a report of the Board’s assessment of risks created by the
Company’s “tax avoidance practices”. As described in the Supporting Statement, these tax
avoidance practices are those related to “firm-specific stock price-crash risk” and involve
“obfuscatory actions…bundled with diversionary activities, including earnings manipulation, that
advance the interests of managers rather than shareholders.” Is the Company intended to provide a
risk assessment on only such practices?
Without definitions or other guidance for the critical words “to”, “avoid” and “minimize”
within the context of the phrase “actions TJX takes to avoid or minimize US federal, state or local
corporate income taxes”, the Proposal is vague and indefinite such that shareholders voting on the
Proposal and the Company could interpret it differently, and as a result, the Company’s
implementation of the Proposal could differ materially from what was envisioned by the
stockholders when voting on the Proposal.
The Staff has concurred for many years on the exclusion of vague and indefinite proposals
under Rule 14a-8(i)(3). See Eastman Kodak Co. (March 3, 2003) (proposal seeking to cap
executive salaries at one million dollars “to include bonus, perks, stock options” failed to define
critical terms and gave no indication of how the options were to be valued); Pfizer Inc. (February 18,
2003) (proposal requesting that the board of directors “make all stock options to management and
the Board of Directors at no less than the highest stock price” failed to define critical elements or
otherwise provide guidance on what would be necessary to implement it); General Electric Co.
(February 5, 2003) (proposal urging the board of directors to “seek shareholder approval of all
compensation for Senior Executives and Board members not to exceed more than 25 times the
average wage of hourly working employees” failed to define critical terms or otherwise provide
guidance on how to measure those terms); General Electric Co. (January 23, 2003) (proposal
seeking “an individual cap on salaries and benefits of one million dollars for G.E. officers and
directors” failed to define the critical term “benefits” or otherwise provide guidance on how benefits
should be measured for purposes of implementing the proposal). See also American Telephone and
Telegraph Co. (January 12, 1990) (under prior Rule 14a-8(c)(3), which also prohibited vague and
indefinite proposals, proposal that sought to prohibit a company from “interfering” with the
“government policy” of certain foreign governments excludable, noting that “the proposal, if
implemented, would require the Company to make highly subjective determinations concerning
what constitutes ‘interference’ and ‘government policies’ as well as when the proscriptions of the
proposal would apply” ).
Accordingly, we believe that the Proposal is excludable under Rule 14a-8(i)(3) because it is
impermissibly misleading as a result of its vague and indefinite nature.
CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, we request your confirmation that the Staff will not recommend
any enforcement action to the Commission if the Proposal is omitted from the Company’s 2011
Proxy Materials.
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Exhibit A
[see attached Proposal and Supporting Statement]

Exhibit B
[see attached Note K to the Consolidated Financial Statements in the fiscal 2010 Form 10-K]

K. Income Taxes

The provision for income taxes includes the following:
January 30,
2010

In thousands

Current:
Federal
State
Foreign
Deferred:
Federal
State
Foreign
Provision for income taxes

Fiscal Year Ended
January 31,
January 26,
2009
2008
(53 weeks)

$ 465,799
104,621
114,195

$ 259,857
27,376
97,976

$ 375,799
94,727
87,260

54,544
1,773
(2,942)
$ 737,990

126,816
23,955
74
$ 536,054

(64,363)
(15,698)
(70)
$ 477,655

Income from continuing operations before income taxes includes foreign pre-tax income of
$342.3 million in fiscal 2010, $292.6 million in fiscal 2009 and $260.8 million in fiscal 2008.
TJX had net deferred tax (liabilities) assets as follows:
Fiscal Year Ended
January 30,
January 31,
2010
2009

In thousands

Deferred tax assets:
Foreign tax credit carryforward
Reserve for discontinued operations
Pension, stock compensation, postretirement and employee benefits
Leases
Foreign currency and hedging
Computer Intrusion reserve
Other
Total deferred tax assets
Deferred tax liabilities:
Property, plant and equipment
Capitalized inventory
Tradename
Undistributed foreign earnings
Other
Total deferred tax liabilities
Net deferred tax (liability) asset

$

89,796
11,813
253,926
39,635
3,743
8,722
88,447
$ 496,082

$ 37,611
14,859
238,557
38,889
4,571
16,749
83,483
$ 434,719

$ 274,937
44,079
42,873
193,252
10,926
566,067
$ (69,985)

$ 215,462
44,102
42,873
111,506
12,109
426,052
$ 8,667

The fiscal 2010 net deferred tax liability is presented on the balance sheet as a current asset of
$122.5 million and a non-current liability of $192.4 million. For fiscal 2009, the net deferred tax asset is
presented on the balance sheet as a current asset of $135.7 million and a non-current liability of
$127.0 million. TJX has provided for deferred U.S. taxes on all undistributed earnings from its Winners
Canadian subsidiary, its Marshalls Puerto Rico subsidiary and its Italian subsidiary through January 30,
2010. All earnings of TJX’s other foreign subsidiaries are considered indefinitely reinvested and no
U.S. deferred taxes have been provided on those earnings. The net deferred tax (liability) asset summarized
above includes deferred taxes relating to temporary differences at our foreign operations and amounted to
an $18.9 million net liability as of January 30, 2010 and a $19.9 million net liability as of January 31, 2009.
In fiscal 2009, TJX’s HomeGoods subsidiary utilized a Puerto Rico net operating loss carryforward of
approximately $1.1 million which had not been previously recognized. There were no further Puerto Rico
net operating losses as of the fiscal year ended January 31, 2009. TJX’s German subsidiary, which is treated
as a branch for U.S. tax purposes, incurred
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net operating losses of $11.4 million in fiscal 2010, $15.0 million in fiscal 2009 and $14.4 million in fiscal
2008 for tax and financial reporting purposes. The losses were fully utilized in each year to reduce TJX’s
current U.S. taxable income. Any future utilization of the losses in Germany will result in a corresponding
amount of taxable income for U.S. tax purposes.
TJX established valuation allowances against certain deferred tax assets which may not be realized in
future years. The amount of the valuation allowances was $3.9 million as of January 30, 2010 and
$6.2 million as of January 31, 2009.
TJX’s worldwide effective income tax rate was 37.8% for fiscal 2010, 36.9% for fiscal 2009, and 37.9%
for fiscal 2008. The difference between the U.S. federal statutory income tax rate and TJX’s worldwide
effective income tax rate is reconciled below:
January 30,
2010

U.S. federal statutory income tax rate
Effective state income tax rate
Impact of foreign operations
Impact of repatriation of foreign earnings
All other
Worldwide effective income tax rate

Fiscal Year Ended
January 31,
2009
(53 weeks)

35.0%
4.3
(0.6)
—
(0.9)
37.8%

January 26,
2008

35.0%
2.8
(0.1)
—
(0.8)
36.9%

35.0%
4.1
(0.6)
(0.4)
(0.2)
37.9%

The increase in TJX’s effective state income tax rate for fiscal 2010 as compared to fiscal 2009 is
primarily attributed to the settlement, in fiscal 2009, of several state tax audits and the resulting reduction to
our reserves for uncertain tax positions. In the first quarter of fiscal 2008, TJX adopted the provisions for
recognizing and measuring tax positions taken or expected to be taken in a tax return that affect amounts
reported in the financial statements. As a result of the implementation, TJX recognized a charge of
approximately $27.2 million to its retained earnings balance at the beginning of fiscal 2008. TJX had net
unrecognized tax benefits of $121.0 million as of January 30, 2010, $129.9 million as of January 31, 2009
and $140.7 million as of January 26, 2008.
A reconciliation of the beginning and ending gross amount of unrecognized tax benefits is as follows:
In thousands

January 30,
2010

January 31,
2009

January 26,
2008

Balance at beginning of year or date of implementation
Additions for uncertain tax positions taken in current year
Additions for uncertain tax positions taken in prior years
Reductions for uncertain tax positions taken in prior years
Reductions resulting from lapse of statute of limitations
Settlements with tax authorities
Balance at end of year

$ 202,543
59,301
1,444
(53,612)
(3,267)
(14,668)
$ 191,741

$ 232,859
59,807
1,848
(80,959)
(2,002)
(9,010)
$ 202,543

$ 188,671
30,811
52,328
(36,474)
(307)
(2,170)
$ 232,859

Included in the gross amount of unrecognized tax benefits are items that will not impact future effective
tax rates upon recognition. These items amount to $57.6 million as of January 30, 2010, $49.3 million as of
January 31, 2009 and $67.8 million as of January 26, 2008.
TJX is subject to U.S. federal income tax as well as income tax in multiple state, local and foreign
jurisdictions. In nearly all jurisdictions, the tax years through fiscal 2001 are no longer subject to
examination.
TJX’s accounting policy is to classify interest and penalties related to income tax matters as part of
income tax expense. The amount of interest and penalties expensed was $7.6 million for the year ended
January 30, 2010, $15.3 million for the year ended January 31, 2009 and $16.2 million for the year ended

January 26, 2008. The accrued amounts for interest and penalties are $50.6 million as of January 30, 2010,
$51.1 million as of January 31, 2009 and $52.5 million as of January 26, 2008.
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Based on the final resolution of tax examinations, judicial or administrative proceedings, changes in facts
or law, expirations of statute of limitations in specific jurisdictions or other resolutions of, or changes in, tax
positions; it is reasonably possible that unrecognized tax benefits for certain tax positions taken on
previously filed tax returns may change materially from those represented on the financial statements as of
January 30, 2010. During the next twelve months, it is reasonably possible that such circumstances may
occur that would have a material effect on previously unrecognized tax benefits. As a result, the total net
amount of unrecognized tax benefits may decrease, which would reduce the provision for taxes on earnings
by a range estimated at $1.0 million to $49.0 million

